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Number Description
PK92152 Drag/Drop stand alone filters create them at Detail/Summary level depending on whether a filter was already set
PK88382 Query Studio undo button not working properly
PK99497 RSV-BBP-0037 when clicking Back button in browser
PK88563 Burst Report runs slower in 8.3 vs. 8.2
PK97131 Cant run HTML item report within 8.4ga if no permissions to RS or package
PK90937 Rank calculation output not showing expected result
PK89081 Error when selecting a folder tab which has subfolder in a multipage portlet - Unexpected exception while executing the
PK89737 Search / Pick prompts not populated in Query Studio when data is turned off with multiple connections to the data source
PK90501 Public Folders displayed in Query Studio when paging in large report
PK96220 Memory leak in Series7 provider OS Signon
PK88182 Slow TOPN performance using analysis studio and MSAS
PK88911 QE-DEF-0261 QFWP - Parsing error when modifying existing filter in query studio in 8.4FP1
PK88035 Report fails if left pending longer than passport timeout period
PK88659 Unioned Data source BW and MSSQL, Variables do no run when the report is scheduled
PK91077 Send me the report by email run option fails
PK88795 Combined dimension crosstab includes some incorrect summary values
PK90365 After installation of 1013/1044/1050/1071, Unable to run Query Studio report outputs - CV-0002 The request is not valid
PK90538 Summaries show '--' with secured time partitioned cubes when category does not have data in all cube partitions.
PK90946 Drilling through with Apostrophes fails with QE-DEF-0260 Parsing error
PM00587 Prompt page consisting of optional prompts not displayed if read permission not granted.
PK91172 Prompt in a Layout Component Reference automatically uses thousand separator
PK88603 Model filter does not appear in Combine Filters Dialog
PK97801 Excel 2007 Inserting Illegal XML Characters
PK91908 Concatenation calculation in copy of Oracle DB query subject causes unnecessary CASE statements
PK96343 Passing multiple values as a parameter in a Stored Procedure
PK92185 Performance is slow when multiple users are clicking on metrics
PK92648 Having more than 50 qualifiers prevents users from creating metrics with qualifiers via the UI.
PK91736 Crosstabs overlap if data grows in Go! Office Excel
PK88048 Null suppression shifts values when multiple measures are added into different row level
PK92499 Excel crashes after following sequence of steps within CAFE
PK93372 Bursting not available when scheduling a Report View

PK89301 Prompt value is listed twice in one parameter after selecting Portlets not using a channel Report properties in viewer
PK91076 Get RSV-SRV-0040 when running report with repeater table as PDF
PK91696 Cannot generate SQL or view tabular data for query when measure has aggregation property set to Total or Automatic
PK92852 RSV-ERR-0040 in reports with hierarchy node variable after applying 8.4.28.1081
PK91896 Browser freezes after filter execution cancelled.
PK93480 Parsing Error QE-DEF-0260 When Editing a Filter
PK88810 Following an upgrade to 8.4 execution of reports with tree prompts throws DPR-ERR-2071
PK91724 Crosstab space causes issue with handling of no data container
PK88967 Cannot Print PDF in Landscape format in unix
PK93920 OLE Format (unknown member) : Invalid request.  This method only applies to OLE objects.
PK88304 RSV-RND-0017 error in Excel in C8.3 SP1 where CRN worked fine
PK93107 RSS feed results in XSLT transform instruction error when CAF enabled
PK88770 Attempting to assign permission to a scorecard fails with 'java.lang.NullPointerException'
PK92427 Text Prompt with default values throws one or more of the required values is missing. Required values are needed to prod
PK95503 Fails to open stub cube when non English language is selected for non unicode program.
PK90222 Creating union between two query subject craches FM
PK93287 View report output versions - several reports created
PK89271 Transformer .mdl can't open when char '1A' exists in a category label
PK91370 8.2 DMR Sample shows incorrect sub-totals in 8.4
PK92666 QE-DEF-0030 QE-DEF-0359 when combining filters with model filters

Note: Items with a PK or PM reference are APARs and are searchable on IBM.COM.  If you have questions about a 
particular defect, please contact Customer Support.
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PK98567 Monitor service throws exception on secondary request wait in C#
PK92301 spacer.gif missing in c8 (install location)\webcontent\skins\corporate\branding
PK94626 CM-REQ-4029 Your request does not contain a required search path - when doing import of deployment
PK91352 Can not cancel popup window if error raised during Tree prompt navigation.
PK94769 Slow Performance when opening Report Tab
PK88381 Slow performance in Metric Studio with Oracle 10G (with metric level permission)
PK94836 Error when using % of base(x,y) in report studio express
PK91482 Select Search Paths in 8.4 Upgrade Manager does not list objects in alphabetical order.
PK91815 HTTP 500 error when selecting any value below the root level in a tree prompt
PK92427 Error message when running report in batch mode with multi-select date&time prompt on 8.3.85.1009
PK91727 Drill through parameter is not maintained in the search and select prompt
PK88200 Incremental Indexing generate CSN-IDS-0002 Cannot delete_document from index with GUID: 0. IndexReader out of date and n

PK92868 Loop warning message in Query studio after removing the query subject to another location.
PK90301 Drill Through Wait Dialogue
PK97396 OLAP to REL PCTime drill through causes truncated characters
PK91441 Two consecutive spaces in a data value interpreted wrong when exported into Excel 2002
PK96842 System function returning unexpected value on success
PK95156 Error doing calculations in Query Studio when using various English versions
PK94977 TR0649 and TR0646 errors when validating an upgraded transformer model from 8.3 to 8.4
PK90322 Re-run of previously failed crosstab report leads to wrong result
PK94746 Expand and Down a Level Issue after Hotsite
PK90316 Crosstab report fails in 8.4 with “PDS-PPE-0104 A record was rejected. An arithmetic overflow occurred
PK93856 Outputing to Excel2007 wraps text into a second row when at least 155 characters. Formatting in Excel 2002 does not create the wrapped

rows
PK95292 Javascript error when accessing dashboard via a URL
PK94012 CMM-SYS-5999 String or binary data would be truncated
PK94514 Automatic deletion in transformer delete any ver file which has the cube name as the beginning.
PK94587 User does not display in permissions pane if the user path in Active Directory contains the character &
PK95134 Upgrading report from 8.2 to 8.4 fails with OP-ERR-0115
PK96051 Installing C8.4FP2 causes a runtime error in running Excel report
PK92650 Data types of operands not compatible error when filtering on numeric Query Item with Prompt Type of Edit Box
PK92881 Charts do not Render Properly in the Cognos Viewer When Moving Through Dashboard Tabs
PK91890 Default value not recognized when viewing a generated prompt on top of a bw variable
PK94634 Transformer MDL upgraded from 7.3 causes errors when saving in 8.4GA
PK94560 Total Line Displaying Inflated Values for User
PK94641 CMM-SYS-5999 when using multiple Metric Stores in one DB2 database
PK97284 Selecting a Scorecard (using the Create Extract Wizard), with a DB2 metric store, results in an error
PK93682 Long calculation definition expression causes browser error
PK93755 Attempting to open two instances of the same remote cube with PP Client throws PDS-PCT-0041
PK93755 Attempting to open two instances of the same remote cube with PP Client throws PDS-PCT-0041
PK97266 Substitution Variables are not being picked up on report execution
PK92516 CAFE formats dates in the wrong format (3/8/2009 - MM/DD/YYYY) when set as Mmm YY in the transformer model
PK98690 Get TR0625 and TR1102 error, when create cube on Solaris & TR8.4
PK97080 Validate a query calculation in RS causes error but at runtime query calculation is working fine
PK96540 Extremely poor CAFE performance going against oracle data source
PK89103 Migrating PP7 content within C8 with no specified object owner causes a MGD-msg-0460 Request Error:
PK90221 Drill Through does not pass date range from cube  to relational report
PK97355 Initialize Metric Store fails when DB2 Database name has more than 7 characters: CMM-APP-3254, DIS-ERR-3115, SQL0204N, 

SQLSTATE=42704
PK97870 CM-REQ-4029 error when editing prompt values on report view schedule in hot site 8.4.28.1100
PK92410 A job that contains no steps shows a status of Failed when run. It should show a status of Succeeded.
PK93498 Apex security restriction does not work in Cognos Analysis for Excel report
PK99194 Import flat files error:  DIS-ERR-3115 The task failed while having .ccq file
PK99204 g_PS_errURL variable is not JavaScript encoded in ps/portal/iFaultHandler/handleFault.xts
PK90770 tm1odp.dll contains a hardcoded version-dependent reference to the Windows registry key
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PK95377 RQP-DEF-0177 error when performing a dynamic drill for dates in FP2. This worked in 8.4 FP1.
PK92579 Unable to set a default value when one filter is created in the FM Model and another one in the query studio report Cognos 8.4 FP1

PM00600 Dates not pass dateRange from Cube to Relational
PK90151 Unable to import PowerPlay reports from a 8.4 server to Go Office
PK90913 Cognos 8 BI 8.4 Analysis Studio: Percent values appears as decimal values when using multiple measures in the columns
PK89357 Default email option behaviour has changed after installing IBM Cognos 8.4  FIXPACK 1 which causes an error.
 PK93372 Bursting not available when scheduling a Report View
PK91457 cell width different to column width of a report run in portlets
PK93089 CPS-TRS-4107 The ASSEMBLER transform instruction encountered an error while parsing the content.
PK92699 Metric List on SAP are unable to show.
PK96013 javascript error when rerun a report using toolbar on SAP portal's viewer
PK88460 Drill through fail with error PCA-ERR-0012 after upgrade to 8.4 from 8.2
PK90912 Field setting in second page above of Drill-Through definition are being discarded.
PK91727 Drill through parameter is not maintained in the search and select prompt
PK89603 Select and Search - Static choices are no longer displayed.
PK88632 Search & Select prompt values cleared on Prompt page refresh containing two Search & Select prompts
PK87755 Report Server cores on AIX when pivoting on dmr based root member
PK89281 Upgrade - 8.1 to 8.4 Chart with Union(cube) shows different results
PK90327 "RQP-DEF-0114 The user cancelled the request" error when trying to execute any report while executing report in a background

PM00560 Aggregation Rules on a Measure Dimension cause poor performance
PK89253 Aggregate Rule Last uses local processing generating large UDA temp files
PK92779 Repeater in footer does not show in HTML but does in PDF 
PM02581 Using IBM Cognos 8 Business Intelligence 8.4.1 with IBM Cognos 8 TM1 portlets or IBM Cognos 8 Planning
PM02578 Using IBM Cognos 8 Business Intelligence 8.4.1 with IBM Cognos 8 TM1 portlets or IBM Cognos 8 Planning
PM02577 Using IBM Cognos 8 Business Intelligence 8.4.1 with IBM Cognos 8 TM1 portlets or IBM Cognos 8 Planning
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